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Sent email Thursday evening March 5  

to All Subscribers to go 200% Short SPX  

on  Market Open March 6 

Using Full 50% Margin availability. 

SPX on Open March 6=2954.20 

NO STOPLOSS POINT DESIGNATED 

ADD STOP NOW AT 2654.20 

           

        

 

 

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
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WAS THAT IT?!! 
 

It was certainly something. Is that all there is? We 

think probably not. You can see that stock prices outpaced 

the Broadening Top Pattern on the highs. We might consider 

that it could also outpace it on the downside, below 2200 on 

the S&P500 chart at right. We don‟t wish to appear too 

negative, as markets are perfectly capable of doing what 

THEY want and not necessarily what meets with our 

expectations, as contrary as they can be at times.  

If the pattern were to snap back into the Broadening 

Pattern, the SPX would stick to the lower trendline, at about 

2180. Surely, it‟s done enough damage already? The earlier 

low in 2016, at about 1900, could be its target. 

As for the extent of the immediate rally, it retraced to 

the almost exact 38.2% Fibonacci level on Thursday‟s intra-

day high. It could have turned back down from there, as it 

seemed on Friday afternoon. There is no apparent reason it 

might not continue on to the 50% retracement at about 2795 

or the 61.8% in the 2935-40 area, is there?  

Our experience would suggest at least one round of 

“backing and filling” and perhaps more in the process of 

constructing a base from which a more determined effort 

might ensue. 

We are in the midst of a whirlwind, the likes that none 

has seen, and almost anything could come of it. The house 

could land on the witch (a good thing) or it could take out a 

companion (a bad thing) and we don„t know who is writing 

the script. 

We would reduce negative (short) positions 

somewhat, reducing exposure and cover more on a further 

continuation – in either direction, as clarity has diminished.  

We have shown this long-term SPX chart many times 

over the last year or so, and it is finally showing what our 

analysis proposed all along, that it probably represents a very 

Long Term TOP! These index price levels have been carried 

to ridiculous extremes when compared with fundamental 

values, by many separate measures. 

Many of you have read that the former deal master, 

Warren Buffett, who established such powerful results for his 

investment funds, has produced rather lackluster results for 

the last few years, especially when compared with hotshot 

tech company stocks. The reason for that is – He has a grain 

of common sense! He has not been able to find many clearly 

superior deals in the environment of wild expansionism. 

This resulting in a bunch of newbies beating his 

results by placing their money at far greater risk conditions, 

which he refused to do. Now the turkeys are coming home to 

roost. These drastic mental conditions coming about now are 

not going away soon, and things will NOT return to what we 

have in recent times come to consider “normal.”  

We have also underperformed a number of recent 

years for judging economies, markets, and mental states with 

a jaundiced eye! Crawford Perspectives is pleased to report 

that we have been ranked among the top 5 or 10 of over 100 

major financial newsletters by Timer Digest in All Three 

Categories. Performance for 2019 or for the last 12 months in 

Stock market Indices, GOLD market indices and BOND 

market indices culminating over recent weeks. 

 

CP sent email to all Subscribers Thursday evening, March 

5 with instruction to Double Short (200%) SPX on OPEN 

March 6, using Full 50% Margin availability. 

SPX on OPEN March 6 was 2954.20 

NO STOPLOSS POINT WAS DESIGNATED 

ADD STOP NOW AT 2654.20 to assure 300 SPX profit. 



 

 

MAYBE WE SEE ONLY THE 1
ST

 TWO LEGS DOWN OF A POSSIBLE THREE! 
 

It is not so easy to project trends from here. There are now more cross-currents. For instance, the MACD momenta 

measures have given a positive signal whereby the blue MACD portion has risen above the red portion, resulting in a net 

positive spike above Zero with the green lines appearing in the positive as Buy signals. The warning is that the first positives 

tend to be early and sometimes require a second or even a third before the strength is sufficient to actually turn price levels 

higher. At the same time, the Death Crosses [where 50-Day moving averages (red) are crossing below the 200-Day MA‟s 

(blue)] have occurred in the DJIA Index & will happen this week in the SPX. The NDX lines remain somewhat further away. 

 

The point about the number of legs down is that an A-B-C  (two down, one up) would take place if this decline is a 

“corrective‟ move to the last Up-wave. On the other hand, a three Down-wave pattern is no longer “corrective” but would 

have to be assumed to be initiating a New Down-trending Bearish market. That is our operating premise until proven 

otherwise. A rally of 20% from the low is not indicative. What percent of the DROP is being recovered? In the present case, 

the recovery is about the Fibonacci 38.2%. A 50% recovery would be more convincing, although not decisive. 

  

The Thirty Year Bond chart (#4 in charts at top) has been a picture of health! There has been some backing and 

filling action in recent months but the trend is unquestionably higher as of this point. We expect Rates to continue lower and 

take the BONDs higher. And that‟s that 
 

 

 The OIL Market has broken long term 

support at the 42 level and is currently experiencing 

free-fall. Saudi Arabia and Russia, two of the three 

largest producers, are having a spat over direction 

and level of production. Negotiations seem to be at a 

standstill with no agreement.                                  

 The Saudi government wanted so much to 

sell more shares of ARAMCO, that they were ready 

to support the price single-handedly, but with no 

support from Russia, they were unable to do so. 

Where is OIL headed? We remember when 

it hit $9 on a joint „station‟ by Uranus & Neptune! 

                             
 

BEAR MARKET RALLY - Stock Trader‟s Almanac: “We have never before experienced the frequency and magnitude 

of the daily market moves we’ve had since the last week of February 2020. Over the past 22 trading days starting on 

February 24 DJIA has logged 6 gains of 3% or more, 11 losses of -3% or more; 6 gains of 4% or more, 7 losses of -4% 

or more; and 4 gains of 5% or more, 5 losses of -5% or more.  This has never occurred before.” 
  



A SECOND UNUSUAL BREAK IN THE DOLLAR INDEX 

  

 The U.S. DOLLAR, in all its forms, has gone quite MAD! Huge swings, Pro and Con, Up and Down and All around 

the Town. Does it have to make sense? Not anymore. With all the insanity of movement, it is back fairly close to the middle of 

its range over the past months/year. Friday‟s price found at least temporary support at its 50-Day moving average (red line) 

and the 200-Day (blue) is just a bit lower. Is it saying, for all that, that nothing really happened? If you were long or short the 

U$D Future on the accustomed 5% margin, you could have suffered a heart attack with all that Nothing! 
 

 So, what is really going on out there? Is it now our public policy to smack the U$D down every so often to help out 

with our export market?   It would seem more palatable to make it more gradual if that were the case.  It‟s not Soros, is it?    

A wide coalition of nations have stopped keeping the Bretton Woods agreement of supporting the U.S Petrodollar. As a matter 

of fact, Saddam Hussein was one of the first who was taking other currencies for his Oil. Now we have Russia and China 

making a multi-decade multi-Billion deal for Russia to supply oil to China for Rubles and Yuan. We believe the Dollar will be 

brought down a peg or more eventually, but the problems in so many other countries are maintaining the Flight to Safety 

support as so many others are proving to be “Less than Safe.”  
 

 Nor is there anything less happening with the Ten-Year Bond Rate (TNX). You can see from this extremely long-term 

chart that the TREND is IN for the Long-Term; That the Rates found support for eight years at the 1.40 level, and that support 

has now given way in a sudden, substantial off-the-cliff  drop, informing us that the Long Term trend remains intact! We are 

followers and analyzers of trends, and this trend is unusually consistent. At this point, we must at least consider that our rates 

may follow Europe and some others into that range which is negatively existent in the ancient one… oops, sorry, that‟s the 

Zohar. 

  

 There are many who have denied that possibility all the way down to here, but it is now on our doorstep, and knocking 

lightly. That Long-term Trend picture suggests it may come knocking much more loudly… and possibly soon!  

       

 

“For the first time since March 3, the S&P 500 index found support at a certain level (2280) and nudged above its 

channel. Prior to this, the VIX rose to 85 twice but has turned down since. This is just the first evidence that the violent 

down-leg may have found support and has been completed. I now expect a recovery rally to occur during April, as the  

S&P 500 revisits the 2650-2800 area and the VIX falls back toward 40. This should be followed by another decline by 

The S&P 500 toward 2280, while at the same time the VIX should rise…. This may take an additional month, but it 

should bring about the end of the correction and the resumption of the bull market.”                                                      

     Ron Meisels, Ron’s Briefs by Phases and Cycles, phases-cycles.com 



GOLD bottomed in late 2015, but was 

unable to break out above its multi-year neckline 

until this last year (2019). In our June 3 Crawford 

newsletter, we wrote: “Just completed the astro-

analysis for June and THIS COULD BE THE BIG 

ONE! ADD to WHATEVER POSITIONS YOU 

HAVE, NOW!” The following week, GOLD blew 

up through the multi-year confining “Neckline” in 

the 1365-75 area and has proceeded strongly to its 

multi-year high of $1704.30 in early March.  

The sudden -$100 drop ($124 intra-day 

range) on March 16, following 2 $90+ range dates 

on March 12-13 did cause traders to stop and 

notice the goings-on there. But the rapid return to 

within a handfull of points of the recent high did 

much to assuage the nervousness of traders 

(March 24-25). 

In fact, GOLD has been acting better than 

just about everything else, just by not going down 

with everything else. 

Technical note – Notice in the chart at 

right that prices dropped to the 50-Week MA (red 

line) and proceeded to bounce right back up, 

finding strong support at just the right point! We 

are convinved: Much Higher before Much Lower! 

 

The CRB INDEX of general commodity prices “has collapsed… we wrote last month. We now see that was a 

slight exaggeration, not realizing last month‟s „collapse‟ was minor compared to the price action since! February drop of minus 

10+ points were dwarfed with March numbers, down close to -40 points! This week was  an „inside‟ week. Neither as high nor 

as low as last week – adds just a touch of stability, likely temporary in this volatile atmosphere. The better economic 

commodity indicators, OIL (energy), Lumber (homebuilding), Copper (general business) and Platinum (automobile) are ALL 

in the tank. Not a good prognosis. Markets generally experienced a bit of stability this week – There is still HOPE! 

 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 
 
MAR 30 = Next CP letter. Mars enters Aquarius= Love of freedom; new working methods, reform, teamwork, organization. 

MAR 31 = Mars conjoins Saturn at 00Aq39 at 2:32 EDT: “Use physical energies with wise restraint to begin construction project” 

 Quote from the final ever DELL Horoscope magazine – We will miss it! 

APR 1 = Mercury semi-squares the Mars/Saturn conjunction – I think that will not be so good for communication or markets. 

APR 2 = Sun contra-parallel Neptune (opposite in Declination); Moon enters Leo 2:28 pm EDT; opposes Saturn 3:50 at mkt close 

APR 3 = Venus enters Gemini 1:11pm EDT, leaves its favorite sign (Taurus) = Money matters not trustworthy. 

APR 4 = Saturday evening Jupiter conjunct Pluto in Capricorn: +=attainment of leadership and –Misfortune to lose everything! 

APR 6 = Very early Mon == Mars semi-square Neptune =”Don‟t follow anyone down an inappropriate path. Dissipating energy  causing                      

 passive-aggressive actions.” –Dell again Neptune aspects can bring uncertainty and confusion. 

APR 7 = Really big energy day, 4 planet to planet aspects and a Full Moon (10:35 pm  EDT)  Moon opposes Aries Sun- WOW! 

APR 14 = Sun squares Pluto = This one can be one of the real baddies, politically and economically. Give or take a day or two! 

APR 15 = No letup. Sun squares Jupiter early =large price moves. Venus/Pluto sesquiquadrate (135 deg) 1:30pm. Wild afternoon. 

APR 21 = Sun square Saturn 3am NY time= Depressive influence in foreign markets – overnights down max again? 

APR 22 = New Moon conjunct Uranus by 3 degrees = Still more wild fluctuations markets & otherwise. ALL Planets in 140 deg. 

APR 25-26 = Very powerful weekend energies. Mercury squares Pluto at Pluto‟s Retrograde Station. Sun joins Uranus. 

“Restraints are kicked off rebelliously to create an exciting personal breakthrough, Money wobbles under unstable changes.”-Dell 

APR 30 = Mercury hostile Neptune early, Conjunct Uranus at night.= “Don‟t undermine fiscal security thru quick careless changes” 

MAY 4 = Next Crawford Perspectives published. MAY looks a bit better for everything. Some of the worst problems may be over, for now, 

MAY 7 = Scorpio Full Moon  ALL planets still within 150 degrees where 180 degrees makes half of the sky. All on one side. Tight! 

 

ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually emailed on 1st Monday of months. Next CP will be available on Monday May 4. 

 

Crawford Perspectives is published 12 times per year.  Sources of information are believed reliable, but are in no way guaranteed.  Opinions and 

recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated readers/investors are aware of the risks involved.  Crawford Perspectives         

is written and published by Arch Crawford.   1977-2020 by Arch Crawford.  All Rights Reserved.    Website = www.CrawfordPerspectives.com 
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